C A R R Y I N G T H E W E I G H T O F OUR WORLD
Elephant Sanctuary confronts tragedy with vision and hope

by: Christina Ammon
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ISITORS ARE RARE AMONG the
rolling hills and watering holes of the
Elephant Sanctuary in Hohenwald,
Tennessee. After decades on display at circuses and
zoos, the 19 elephants living here deserve the privacy
that this 2,700-acre refuge offers. These elephants,
like many others who remain in captivity, once
suffered sharp bull hooks, chains, and beatings—
the trademark repertoire of most elephant trainers.
Knowing this, it’s sublimely vindicating to watch them
lounge in front of the sanctuary’s Webcam—or “elecam.” In mega-pixel magic, one can unobtrusively
observe the elephants as they roam among tall grasses
and breeze-blown trees of the refuge. Here, beyond
the threat of harm, they fling sand like confetti with
their agile trunks, frolic in rivers, and wallow in
mud puddles. It is, in the most profound sense, the
witnessing of a freedom celebration.
It is a beautiful world—loving, with plenty to
eat—but as in the real world, strains of heartache
intrude on the picturesque setting. In July, one of the
sanctuary’s beloved employees, Joanna Burke, was
attacked and killed during routine care giving by the
7,600-pound Asian elephant, Winkie. This is the
first time such aggression has taken place since Carol
Buckley and her partner, Scott Blais, the sanctuary’s
operations director, opened the sanctuary in 1995. In

fact, Buckley, now the Sanctuary’s executive director
has observed just the opposite: “The irritable elephants
that arrived at the sanctuary became tranquil as they
relaxed in an abuse-free environment,” she said. “This
came as a huge shock to us because we thought her
(Winkie’s) recovery was complete.” Now, in addition
to mourning her colleague, Buckley is coming to the
prickly realization that the elephants that have always
seemed so happy, may hold memories of past abuse
that cannot be erased.
Of the many animals that inhabit the earth,
humans seem particularly smitten with elephants.
Part of the allure may be their attention-grabbing
size, coupled with their behemoth sweetness: large
Africa-shaped ears, preposterous trunk, and skin
reminiscent of grandpa’s hands. Their human-like
emotions and intellect are another reason for the
sense of kinship humans feel toward these animals.
That feeling of kinship may be why they have been
canonized in mythic literature as creatures to be
honored and loved as suggested in the depiction of
the Hindu deity Ganesh.
This isn’t anthropomorphism at work. Scientists
now know that all mammals share a similar
neurobiology, and that elephants in particular seem to
resemble humans in having culture and customs that
they pass to each generation. Like humans, they forge

strong bonds, engage in complex communication,
and manifest an array of moods from gaiety to
depression.
Some researchers believe these highly intelligent
animals are susceptible to post traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), much like war veterans or victims of child
abuse who carry an imprint of tragedy throughout
their lives. Like humans, elephants with PTSD are
susceptible to flashbacks. During a flashback, the
victim is transported back to a traumatic event by a
sound, smell, or visual cue.
Gay Bradshaw, a researcher with Ph.Ds in ecology
and psychology, who studies PTSD in elephants
and parrots feels that this explains Winkie’s out-ofthe-blue attack. “In line with many PTSD victims,
Winkie’s early life was vandalized by traumatic
experiences,” she said. Captured in Burma in 1966,
the 1-year-old Winkie likely watched as her mother
was killed by poachers. Subsequently sold to an exotic
animal trader, she was transported to the insufferably
cold climate of Madison, Wisconsin. It was there, at
the Henry Vilas Zoo, that Winkie spent 16 hours
of each day chained—a zoo exhibit, incubating a
penchant for aggressive behavior. After three decades
and several attacks, she was finally released to the
Elephant Sanctuary.
Like so many elephants that arrive at the sanctuary,

Winkie calmed down after her arrival and soon
became known—not for her aggression—but for
her love of potatoes and having her tongue rubbed.
What triggered Winkie’s outburst? Perhaps it was
when Joanne neared her eye, which had been recently
injured. “Flashback episodes are often violent because
trauma victims tend to misperceive benign situations
as threatening,” Bradshaw wrote in a study titled
“Post-Traumatic Stress & Elephants in Captivity.”
This has Buckley stumped. She’s done so much:
started the sanctuary, rescued the elephants and even
been named Hero of the Planet by Time magazine—
an honor she finds irritating (“To declare someone
else a hero is to live through someone else’s passion
and to deny your own,” she said). But now she is
facing her own limitations. “You can give them food,
love, security, but when there is damage done to the
development of the brain, how do you deal with
that?”
In accordance with Burke’s wishes and the
sanctuary’s philosophy, Winkie will not be punished.
Rather, Buckley wants to step up research on PTSD
to help afflicted elephants and to avoid future
tragedies. Bradshaw is working on how to apply the
therapeutic approaches used with human trauma
victims to elephants. Such an approach includes
empowering the animals by giving them a sense of
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Lota in captivity before being released to Elephant Sanctuary.

free will and restoring relationships with other animals.
While she works closely with Buckley, Bradshaw’s investigation
reaches beyond the Hohenwald Sanctuary to Africa and Asia,
where she says a “collapse of elephant culture” is underway, due
in part to their plummeting populations. In Africa, more than 10
million elephants roamed in the early 1900s. Today, fewer than a
half-million remain. Habitat destruction, culling, poaching, and
trophy hunting are at the heart of their demise. The survivors
of this “genocide,” as Bradshaw terms it are primarily young
elephants who, after witnessing the death of their families,
roam traumatized. Without
matriarchs, they must settle for
the inexperience of teenaged
mothers, or if they have no
mothers at all, they often emerge
as gangs of violent delinquents.
Unschooled in where to find food and water, and without the
bonds necessary for emotional health, they act out by trampling
fields and dwellings and angering villagers, who in turn, retaliate.
The result is a further breakdown of the elephants’ social fabric
and the escalation of violent behavior. “The elephant we see
tomorrow may look like an elephant,” Bradshaw warns. “But it
may not be the same elephant we knew.”
Although eager to learn how to treat elephants with PTSD,
Buckley is adamant about addressing the root cause of the
problem. “We need to stop the trauma of elephants now.”
Around the world, elephants stand in the dull confinement
of zoos and circus trailers, developing lethal foot infections and
showing signs of insanity—bobbing their heads and swaying back
and forth. Even as awareness of elephant complexity grows in the
United States, and the American Zoo and Aquarium Association
(AZA) toughens its captivity guidelines, there is much to be done.
Atrocities are still permitted: Controlling elephants by inflicting
physical pain is legal, as is using exhibit spaces that are far too
small for an animal that in nature roams 30-50 miles a day.
In Anchorage, Alaska, the AZA urged the local zoo to
provide its barn-bound elephant, Maggie, with more exercise
opportunities. Opposed to creating a larger space, or better yet,

transporting the shuddering elephant to a warmer climate, zoo
officials pioneered their own dubious solution: a jumbo treadmill.
Maggie has yet to step foot on it.
Buckley is dismayed at these kinds of makeshift solutions.
“Even a good day at the circus [or zoo] is bad,” she remarks.
She would know. Part of the circus industry for 20 years, she
performed with an elephant named Tarra—the world’s only
roller-skating elephant.” She now marvels at how she could have
done it—ignored her own intuition, allowed the other trainers to
be the experts and she the novice—before finally coming back
to her senses. “I started out where I am now.” “…knowing that
elephants were the most amazing, intelligent and spiritual beings
on the planet,” she said, recalling her first encounter with Tarra
30 years ago. “After spending 20 years listening to everyone else,
I got back to myself.”
Buckley is now helping pioneer a new philosophy of elephant
management, in which the rudimentary techniques of dominance
are not employed. No form of punishment is acceptable at the
sanctuary, and closely-bonded elephants are never separated.
Bradshaw commends this innovation: “People like Carol are
essentially offering a different way of being,” she said. Although
Buckley’s non-dominance approach is in its infancy, the sanctuary
is already seeing good results: healthy, playful, non-aggressive
elephants. In Bradshaw’s view, Winkie’s recent attack doesn’t
weaken Buckley’s theory at all—especially considering the trauma
these elephants once endured. “It’s a testimony to the kind of
nurturance and support that Carol provides that she doesn’t have
more incidents.”
As for Buckley, she moves ahead, confident in the direction of
her vision for the sanctuary: 80 more elephants and a space big
enough to contain them all. It will be exhausting—the battles
she’ll have to fight to rescue
more elephants, the heartaches
she will endure when they arrive
sick and traumatized—and
then there’s the sadness she’ll
continue to process over the loss
of Joanna. How will she do it? “It’s intense,” she says, “I don’t
know, except for when I feel like I’m going to melt…” Her voice
trails off; her thoughts seem to fragment. “How can I live…
knowing Joanna’s death?” And then, solidly: “We have to go on.
If I walk away, is that going to protect elephants? No.”

“The elephant we see tomorrow may look
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may not be the same elephant we knew.”

The Elephant Sanctuary in Hohenwald, Tennessee is the
nation’s largest natural-habitat refuge developed specifically
to meet the needs of endangered elephants. It was founded
as the United States’ first elephant refuge. Licensed by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, (USDA) and the Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency, the sanctuary is designed specifically
for old, sick or needy elephants who have been retired from
zoos and circuses. These female elephants neither breed nor do
they perform or entertain the public. Utilizing more than 2700
acres, the Sanctuary provides three separate and protected,
natural habitat environments for Asian and African elephants.
For more information visit: www.elephants.com. Gay Bradshaw
is the author of “Bringing Down the Gods: The Psychological and
Social Effects of Human Violence on Elephant Communities.” She
is currently completing her second book, :Elephant Breakdown: The
Psychological Study of Animal Cultures in Crisis.”

